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Ethnic Studies in the Twenty-First Century:
A Proposal*
Charles C. Irby

If you will consider the dualistic thinking which undergirds W estern
philosophical tradition, then it comes as a s urprise to n o one that the
periodiz ation of history is based on white male experiences as the sum of
western civiliz ation, especially the glorification of w ar and the celebra
tion o f u n bridled "r aw-power. " S o , t o o , it i s not s urprising t h at
Aristotelian logic and C artesian metaphysics form the godhead for
monocultural and unisexual educ ation in U . S . society, which is at the
least bisexual and multicultural. For a decade-and-a-half now, ethnic,
minority, and women's studies proponents have s uggested that their
purposes for existence were to challenge and change the s tatus quo. But
ethnic and minority studies people, for the most p art, became p arties to
the evils ofthe academy rather than revolution aries against them during
the past fifteen years.
The first decade of ethnic studies has been characterized as one where
there was no real vision ; n o theory for providing linkages within a
framework of strategies for attaining "the prize " was developed because
ethnic and minority studies proponents had no vision of what the prize
ought to be. l The proponents of women's studies have probably fared n o
better. Simple inclusion with dignity, especially absolute equality of
opportunity, could have been a go al if there had been a group l arge
enough with dedication to bring that ideal to fruition . But expediency
and tangents demanded colored ethnic minority experts get their share
of the " booty" before the b arnyard door clo s e d ; thereby leaving u s in a
position of being told by "them" how much money w a s spent on " u s " and
then "they" pointed to the negative results. S o , colored ethnic people
began to heap inj u stices upon other colored ethnic people, a n d for some
reason this " colored" oppression was supposed to b e somewhat less
reprehensible and odious than " w hite" exploitation. Now, there is s urely
something awry with the line of thinking which ration lizes that "the
white m a n is j ust using the 'token' to do his dirty work, " and the reasons
for complicity ought to b e examined. This discussion, however, i s not
about the first fifteen years of ethnic studies in the academy. Let us look
beyond what is really on the horizon and visualize hope-hope, for ethnic
and minority people entangled in and blinded by the web of the n ation ' s
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monocultural iconography (system of symbols).
Ricardo Valdez and Gladys Howell have shown two problem areas
with which ethnic studies proponents must be concerned in the decade
ahead-unitary thinking and dwindling financial resources.2 This brief
presentation looks beyond the next decade as well. The purpose of this
presentation is to look at what we must accomplish in ethnic and
minority studies to ensure survival with passion and substance at the
turn of the twenty-first century.
At a basic level we need to know who we are, i.e., we must have an
intact identity. Although there are cynics who will only see identity as a
point for derision, arguing instead for full inclusion in the nation's
political economy, my choice is to discuss components of identity as a
focal area in developing a methodology for ethnic studies. We need to
develop a series of choices and alternatives which allow us to understand,
as J ohn H atfield argues, that
We all share some things in common because we are interbreeding members of a
single species, that we have cultural identities which divide us into local groups, we
have personalities that are capable of transcending biological and cultural
determinants."

E ngaging the components of identity can only emerge when there is
some understanding that they exist. People involved in ethnic and
minority studies must understand that identity is the core value in a
multicultural society, for it is only after we understand who we are that
we will have the courage to be all that we can be.4
Briefly, the three components of identity are: the biological, the
socio/cultural, and the psycho/personal. The biological component of
identity is the rooting of the individual's genealogical continuity (and it
does not m atter who the ancestors are); that is, each one of us is but a leaf
on a branch of a tree so ancient that it predates the concept of time.
Although some of us choose to ignore the importance of this component,
the nuances are capable of allowing for a more creative and active
engagement of our present circumstances and corresponding relation
ships. In other words, an adequate understanding of the biological
component of identity is significant for mental health. Only after we
begin to accep t people such as Susan B . Anthony, Frederick Douglass,
Chief J oseph, and Soj ourner Truth as our own biological ancestors will
we understand who we are as a people and as individuals.
The focus on the socio/cultural component of identity attempts to
make some sense of what is social and what is cultural-important for
individuals to understand the manner by which they fit into groups, but
equally important for them to understand how they are the creators of
those groups. As is easily understood, fitting and creating are not
mutually exclusive. Indeed, the interactions of fitting and creating (the
essence of our contradictory lives) can provide data for focusing the
socio/cultural component of identity-the matter of racism/color and
sexism in the United States make the socio/cultural component of
2

identity extremely complex, too difficult to exorcise in this brief span of
time. But we ought to recognize that racism and sexism are inextricably
linked in our environment.
Finally, the psycho/personal component of identity, which has been
identified as the ego-self, makes present time of paramount importance.
The ego-self is primarily responsible for all the "paper-chasing" and
"hoop-hurling" paces we put ourselves through to be what "they" want
"us" to be. The ego-self is the least manageable component of identity, for
it is too difficult to "obj ectify." Managing the ego-self, however, is
important for allowing the biological ahd socio/ cultural to reach fruition.
The thumbnail sketch of identity components provides an elementary
methodological approach for confirming our identities as individuals.
Such an approach makes the individual the subj ect matter of individual
oriented ethnic studies in a broadly organic sense. So, engaging the
components of identity can grow and develop methodologically as we
understand that engaging them is an on-going and ever-emerging
process-a process which cannot be captured and fixed by the scientific
method and statistical analysis.
In order for us to be clear in our focus, we must have a process which
transcends the masculinist and "Anglo conformist position of the
academy"; we must be willing to re-tool and hone our evaluative skills,
for we must know who our enemies are before we can confront them with
a sense of purpose and mission. A simple re-tooling can be the under
standing of how "identity" is crucial to the development of individuals; a
more complex re-tooling necessarily involves an understanding of what
shackles us psychically, physically, and emotionally, and we need a
vehicle which moves us forward to our goal of liberation through a
revolutionary education-the promise of the 1 9 70s. Indeed a complex
re-tooling forces us to understand our plights in this country and how
they are linked and related to international crises-crises that exist in
large measure because of our silence. In this context, I am referring
specifically to the plight of people in EI Salvador, Haiti, South Africa,
Lebanon, and other places such as northeast India and the United
States.
If the purpose of ethnic and minority studies is to develop multiculturist
and non-sexist education as a liberating experience for people, then we
must agree with P aulo Freire's maxim. He wrote: "E ducation is always
for the liberation or for the 'domestication' of people, for their humaniza
tion or their dehumanization, no matter whether educators are conscious
of this or not."5 But we must get beyond the maxim to make progress. We
must understand and make it understood that mis-education is inherently
destructive; and it will become readily apparent to anyone who tries that
attempting to correct the "compulsory mis-educated" is nearly an
impossible task-that is, nonetheless, the continuing task before those of
us who want ethnic studies to thrive rather than merely survive.
Ultimately, the purpose of ethnic studies is to invest people with the
3

power to act and change, power to assume direction for their own lives
and to alter the prevailing societal structure so we can all share in what is
justly ours.6 There are few people willing to share in the idealism of the
previous statement, but committed persons are needed who are willing to
struggle for a liberating educational process.
If you can agree that the product ofthe standard educational process is
monocultural and m asculinist (regardless of ethnicity or sexual
preference), then you can possibly help develop a procedure for a
liberating multicultural educational process which includes a variety of
educated people with emerging options by way of ethnic studies. A ny
ethnic or minority s tudies p rogram exis ting for less tha n the creative
e mpowerment of individuals should be a bolished!

If the 1 980s and 1 990s for ethnic studies is to have significant meaning
at the turn ofthe twenty-first century, then personnel associated with the
programs must begin to use "traditional disciplines" without becoming
entrapped by their methodologies. Ethnic studies, as an area of enquiry,
should be approached as an art form, because our goals are better served
when we focus on real issues of liberation which confront us on a daily
basis (we can profitably learn from poets regarding this matter of daily
liberation as a segment of the whole).
As an artistic endeavor, ethnic studies can stand as the linking point
for disciplines in the same sense that medical practitioners use the
biological and technological sciences for engaging in healing. We must
necessarily understand that focusing on academic scholarship alone is
not enough. Our methodologies must be active. Our methods must clearly
show, for example, that our acceptance of the status of "minority" too
often makes us minorities. And our studies must continually include
community folk, disciplinarians, students, and others in the processes
and procedures for discovering means and methods to break the shackles
which bind. At our best, we are addressing questions of human v alues,
and we must continually confront individuals who stand as captains of
institutions to develop an understanding of "self' and allowing others to
enhance themselves. Although I am aware that systemic and unyielding
institutional structures will thwart every possible effort, I recognize that
people, not institutions, will make a better way of life possible-at least
for me; linking with others is important in this context.
The vibrant and healthy ethnic studies programs entering the twenty
first century will be those encompassing certain radical directions in the
1980s and 1990s. The following are minimal: reducing dependence on
male Euroamerican studies in colored faces; questioning societal priests,
especially ourselves; restructuring institutions at every turn to reflect
who we really are in this nation; involving individuals in the processes of
liberation through dynamic consciousness; and a continuing willingness
to accept and proj ect the goals and promises of liberation studies to
hesitant audiences.
The focus for ethnic studies must be seen in terms of a mission in the
4

academy and broader institutional and cultural contexts. We must
persist in spite of naysayers, for a liberating educational process should
enhance the political economy, s o cio/cultural development, and
psycho/personal health.
Intent gets translated into actio n by people who have programs
committed to goals. The goals for ethnic studies during the 1980s and
1990s should include the following:
1. Developing self-growth within and among students, faculty, and staff
as a way of life that allows for change in an ever-changing society;
2. Helping to develop the skills suitable for a person's particular lifesty Ie
after leaving the academy;
3. Demonstrating that lea rning the rules is not the same as selling the
soul;
4. Exploring with any individual ethnic heritage as part of the learning
process-allowing differences to be positive and creative forces
(disciplined exploration);
5. Being concerned with the knowledge, sensitivity, and understanding
of culture constructs and groups (from all directions);
6. Laying bare the nature of sexism and racism and the means for
combatting their oppressive natures;
7. Fostering sensitivities to alternative social and cultural perspectives
for those people interested in "being professional"; and perhaps most
important;
8. Meeting the relevant needs of individuals and members of broader
communities and societies that are often overlooked by preexisting
conceptual and structural models.
In meeting the enumerated goals, the educational process must be a
living and relevant experience in the present (which knows the past and
designs for the future) and one that continues beyond the academy-not
only for professional attainment but for an education which sustains a
sense of personal integrity.
We must refuse participation in our own oppression with a muted voice
and inaction. Therefore, in an attempt to imbue a zest for learning ethnic
studies in the academy, consciousness must be expanded to include the
wedding of identity to new perspectives of feeling, experience, and
knowledge. To ensure dynamic survival in the twenty-first century,
ethnic studies must be "An insurrection to the h abitual methods of the
masculinist, monocultural ratiocination."8 The future is not a waiting
game.

*This article was originally published in the NAIES News letter, Vol. 9 ,
No. 1 (March 1984) pp. 32- 37.
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Over a year ago, my colleague, Charles Irby, asked me to "share the
history and deal with the current dimensions" of the Ethnic and Women's
Studies Department at Cal Poly Pomona. Since Chuck's death in June,
1987, I have often thought of him as I was both writing and not writing this
article, as I have attended to departmental activities, and, of course as I
have wandered through my thoughts in the course of many days. Of all my
departmental colleagues, he most understood the necessity and validity of
race/class/gender analysis in intellectual life. We talked and argued for
hours. He was often infuriating. He was always engaging. He gave of
himself as he demanded of others. He refused to be ignored.

Ethnic and Women's Studies:
An Attempt at Educating in the Academy
Lillian H. Jones

As I have written before in other places, the Ethnic and Women's
Studies Department at California State Polytechnic University,Pomona
is a unique academic department in its history, structure, and ultimately
in its agenda. The fact that Ethnic and Women's Studies are com bined in
a setting where the two disciplines are more frequently suspicious if not
hostile to each other is unusual and owes its p artnership to the history of
the university where it exists and to particular individuals who conceived
it. This combination, while certainly subject to both political and
philosophical criticism from a v ariety of voices and interests, is one that
rests on the assumption that the "brother isms" -racism, s exism, and
classicism-are, in h armony, appropriate organizing phenomena in
both analyzing the American experience, and in exploring, in a global
context, the American present and future.
Because I am a historian, I have a notion that contemporary explana
tions and analysis require beginning at the beginning. And, there is a
context within which both the beginning and the present exist. Therefore,
to understand the Ethnic and Women's Studies Department, one needs to
understand what institution it exists within and how it evolved. Cal Poly
Pomona is one of the nineteen campuses in the California State
University System, the largest state system in the country. Our campus
is one oftwo polytechnic universities in this system, where the emphasis
is on professional and technical training in such areas as engineering,
business, computer science, architecture and agriculture. The l argest
college on campus is the College of Arts, actually a heterogeneous
grouping combining the liberal arts, fine and performing arts, hu-
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manities, and social sciences. This college provides most of the general
education for the entire campus as well as courses for its twenty-four
maj ors. It is in this college that the Ethnic and Women's Studies
Department exists. The orientation of most students who come to C al
Poly Pomona is to gain professional training to get a job. The university
sits on the eastern end of Los Angeles County in a polyethnic metropolitan
area; it is 55% white and 57% male. The campus is located in a semi-rural
setting with a student population of approximately 18,300.
In 1 972, during a period of political turmoil, the first separate ethnic
studies centers were established on campus. From this beginning, the
Ethnic Studies Department formed when these centers were combined
and given departmental status in 1978. Founding faculty were tenured in
Ethnic Studies and were selected for their expertise in Afroamerican
Studies, Chicano/Hispanic Studies, and American Indian Studies. In
1979, the first class dealing with women as a focus was offered. It was
initiated by the chair of Ethnic Studies, Charles Irby. This was an Ethnic
Studies course with a focus on female health and sexuality and was
team-taught by a black male from Ethnic Studies and a white female
whose training was in psychology. It became a sought-after class on this
rather conservative campus, most probably because of what was con
sidered its controversial content. In 1 9 80,Yolanda Moses, a black, female
anthropologist became chair of the department. She revamped the
women's course, added additional courses, deleted others, and proceeded
to create a full-fledged Women's Studies curriculum within the Ethnic
Studies Department. At that time, no other department on campus had
an interest in women's issues or women's scholarship even though
women's studies nationwide was at least ten years old.
At C al Poly Pomona, then, Women's Studies was developed within
Ethnic Studies. As the course offerings changed and as the curriculum
evolved, the goal of the department began to focus on the integration of
race and class into the new Women's Studies courses and the integration
of gender and class into the existing Ethnic Studies courses. And, some
new classes such as " Racism and Sexism" were created. The name of the
department was changed to Ethnic and Women's Studies in 1981, and
the first year of the new combined department w as spent designing a
curriculum which included five minors in the following areas: Afroa
merican Studies, Asian/Pacific American Studies, Chicano/Hispanic
Studies, American Indian Studies, and Women's Studies. Once the
program was in place, the next academic year w as spent publicizing the
minors.
Moses was promoted to serve as Dean of the College of Arts. Richard
Santillan, a Hispanic political scientist who had been teaching in the
department for several years, was made chair. A full-time, ex-officio
position of Women's Studies Coordinator was created and Lillian Jones,
a white female historian who had been teaching in the department on a
part-time basis, was selected to fill it. The following year, at the
8

invitation of the tenured faculty, Jones became chair and serves in that
capacity today.
Currently, the department has five tenure-track positions and each
academic year an additional four to six part-time faculty are hired to
teach on an ongoing basis. Because of changes in faculty teaching
service areas and faculty moves to administrative positions, the depart
ment finds itself offering the majority of its courses taught not by the
original tenured faculty but by non-tenured faculty who work on a yearly
or quarter-to-quarter basis. This is not a wholly unique phenomena in
contemporary university circles but one that gives rise, as one might
suspect, to both positive and negative results. On the one hand, the
department's current needs in an ever-evolving program can be, and are,
well served by the selection of faculty who share the current agenda of
the department (race/class/gender), who understand the tasks in im
plementing that agenda, and who are willing to contribute intellectually
to it. The burden of old conflicts and old animosities, both personal and
intellectual, are not brought to bear on the present and future by the
newer and often temporary faculty. There is, however, a generic under
standing of the history of the department born out of communal
experiences in Ethnic Studies and Women's Studies everywhere and at
Cal Poly. I don't want to imply that the tenured facuilty do not also
support the race/ class/gender agenda. Several, in fact, not only support
it but provide real leadership in this area for the department and the
university. But there are, obviously, real problems with (a) the prevalence
of part-time faculty and non-tenure track faculty teaching so many ofthe
class offerings, not least a lack of sense of security for the faculty and a
lack of stability in staffing the program and, (b) the feeling on the part of
some senior faculty that the department has changed in ways in which
they are not prepared to go.
There are larger issues, however, than those of staffing. Ultimately,
the largest pedagogical issue confronting the department is how to take
leadership in educating students to live in both a complex, poly ethnic
immediate community (California, Southern C alifornia, and Los Angeles
and Orange counties) as well as the complex, cross-cultural context ofthe
global setting. Students in our classes are from all ethnic groups, both
genders, and primarily middle-class ( as they define themselves). They
are also primarily suburban. Like most other Americans, they are not
particularly sophisticated about people who reside outside the United
States, nor are they sophisticated about people who live in communities
other than their own. Most of our white students see their own E uro
American culture as a generic one, most of our m ale students see their
experiences as the human one, and m any of our ethnic students of color
are atuned to both their own communities and the E uro-American one
but not to other peoples of color. Many of our students are very young and
have difficulty getting outside themselves and their personal history.
Previous education h a s not taught them to analyze in terms of
9

race/class/gender. Furthermore, what we do in our department is
perceived not only as intellectual, but also as political (as is the rest ofthe
university but not acknowledged as such). What we teach is equally often
perceived as controversial and disturbing. Frequently we tell students
that education, if done correctly, is difficult and painful, and indeed,
might be revolutionary. To accomplish this within the structure of one of
the most conservative institutions in American society, the university, is
obviously challenging for faculty and students.
C urriculum development and teaching are only a part of our responsi
bility. While race/class/gender is the primary agenda of the Ethnic and
Women's Studies Department, we understand the need to encourage all
academic departments to attend to these issues, in their curriculum, in
their student recruitment and retention activities, and in their faculty
hiring. To that end, the small number of faculty in the department
participate in numerous university-wide committees, do guest lectures,
conduct workshops and seminars, politick continually, serve on fact
finding groups, and attempt to maintain ties to student organizations.
We ask a great deal of our faculty and we can offer little in terms of
reward. And, as in any group, there are always those few on whom the
burden falls more heavily.
Several of our classes are on the university's General Education list.
By taking one of our lower division courses, for instance, a student can
fulfill the requirement in Social Sciences. Many students come to us for
this reason. We find, however, that a good number of students who took
their first class in Ethnic and Women's Studies as a way to fulfill a G.E.
requirement, return for at least one follow-up class at the lower or upper
division level. Oftentimes, in the written comments section of student
evaluations (which we require in each class each quarter), students will
write that never have they before in their educaiton been exposed to such
material or been asked to think about such issues. Frequently they will
comment, "This class should be required for all students." We agree.
Although new policies at our university require all classes in G . E . to now
have a "cross-cultural" and/or "cross-disciplinary" approach, the re
quirement of having completed an Ethnic and Women's Studies class
before graduation is still not in the immediate future.
The challenges of faculty staffing, curriculum development, and
university politics are only part of the appointed task, however. We are,
after all, a part of the university and as such are involved in the
intellectual process of debate on the theoretical and philosophical issues
raised in the focus on race/class/gender. Ethnic and Women's Studies
(by definition) is a statement of challenge to not only the traditional
academy but to Ethnic Studies and Women's Studies. It promises a new
contribution and a different vision. This is perhaps our most difficult
task at C al Poly-because it requires time and energy not often allotted to
state university faculty at a teaching institution, because it requires
intellectual support not easily found in a small, isolated department, and
10

because it requires interchange and dialogue with others engaged in the
same or similar tasks, organizationally almost unavailable in academia.
Academic disciplines are or should be continuously evolving. What we
thought and taught two years ago is not necessarily what we should be
thinking and teaching now. Both Ethnic Studies and Women's Studies
are product and process. The product, in part, is education-of our
students, of the university community, of ourselves. The process is
simultaneously exciting and tiring, solitary and communal, challenging
yet often defeating. Creating tools for analyses that incorporate the
dynamics of race/class/gender, learning to think polyrythmically,
helping students and colleagues accept complexity holistically, peeling
away the layers of intellectual stricture are all part ofthe process we hope
we are engaged in. This process, if undertaken carefully, guarantees no
finished product.
Many of the old challenges remain-to be or not to be (or how much to
be) enveloped in the cloak of university responsibility and sanction; to
balance being marginal (in the best sense that that implies) and yet
institutionalized (also in the best sense); to be intellectually provocative
(and even often antagonistic) and yet be accessible and cooperative.
Ethnic Studies and Women' s Studies are not fads. Their tenure in the
university should not and does not depend strictly on political climate
outside the university. Both "disciplines" offer content, methods, and
analysis that enhance the educational process of the university and the
society at large. Empowering individual students with knowledge,
history, and the ability to ask the right questions can operate arm in arm
with institutional analysis and critique. Combining Ethnic Studies and
Women ' s Studies into an Ethnic and Women ' s Studies approach
strengthens each discipline, completes the framework within which lives
and experiences are actually structured, allows for a more complete
analysis ofthe past and present, and ultimately promises a more fruitful
vision of the future.
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Crossroads to the 21st Century:
The Evolution of Ethnic Studies at
Bowling Green State University
Robert L. Perry and Susan Mae Pauly
Introduction

At Bowling Green State University' s Fourth Annual Ethnic Studies
Conference, scholar Dr. James A. Banks observed that Bowling Green
State University is soon to become the only institution of higher
education in the United States to institute a university-wide req uirement
in cultural diversity. The implementation of this landmark requirement
demonstrates the depth and vigor of the commitment to excellence and
equity in education held by the University' s Department of Ethnic
Studies.
·
The emphasis on a University-wide requirement illustrates the most
fundamental principle of our department's over-all philosophy, which is
that ethnic studies serves to educate all members of the University
community-minority and m ajority group members alike. Our depart
ment exists to facilitate an educated understanding of American culture,
a culture composed of a large number of various and diverse groups. In
order to educate Americans about American culture, it is important not
only to educate minority group members about their own rich cultures
and cultural contributions, but also to educate members of all groups
about the legitimacy and roles of other groups within American culture.
As the year 2050 approach e s , the year in which the so-called "white
majority" may lose its numerical majority status, it is important that
Anglo-Americans understand not only their relevant position in society,
but also better understand other Americans who may be different from
themselves. Because Bowling Green State University is composed
largely of middle- and upper-middle class white students , we in Ethnic
Studies have addressed this challenge in the development of o ur
department. We hope to meet the challenge even more effectively through
the institution of a university-wide cultural diversity requirement.
History

The Department of Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green State University
began a s a response to a call for social reform and civil rights. This call
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came from a new body of socially committed students and faculty
seeking the democratization of American higher education. This push
for educational reform was p art of a l arger national movement toward
political equality and heightened social consciousness. One of the m aj or
goals of this movement was to achieve the democratic ideals guaranteed
by the con stitution, but d enied American racial minority group s. The
movement aspired to achieve these ideals by challenging the policies and
behavior of the American power elite , especially as they perpetuated
domestic racism and sexism, and promoted international imperialism
through the continued war in Viet Nam. Our department's origins are
essentially representative of the trend in higher education curriculum
development which attempted to respond to the social movements of the
1960s.
Historically, ethnicity has been a focus of a v ariety of disciplines
which characteristically approach ethnicity from the perspective of the
observer, frequently a Western , often an ethnocentric, perspective. Our
dep artment began as a p art of the nationwide movement toward the
establishment of bl ack studies curriculum during the 1960s. Within this
nationwide movement, programs abandoned Euro-centric biases and
adopted in their place theoretical and methodological perspectives which
reflected Afro-American culture. Further impetus was the killing of
students at Jackson State University in Mississippi and at Ohio's Kent
State University by the N ational Guard. A Committee on Ethnic Studies
had b e en meeting for some time at Bowling Green State University , and
the result was the appointment of Dr. Robert L. Perry as director of
Bowling Green State University's Ethnic Studies Program on July 1,
1970.
The m andate from the Ethnic Studies Committee was for the program
director to organize, develop , and teach courses; encourage University
wide development of ethnic studies courses; secure grants for the
development of ethnic studies; support student development and recruit
fa c u l t y ; a n d i n fo r m t h e U n i v e r s i t y c o m m u n i t y c o n c e r n i n g
minority group issues. Initially, three part-time faculty and five graduate
assistants were assigned to the program. Twelve years after b ecoming a
bona fide department, the department is composed of 4 . 20 tenured
profe s sors including a department chair, five part-time faculty members,
two teaching fellows, four graduate assistants , one full-tim e secretary,
and three undergraduate student employees. The most distinguished
faculty appointment to the department was James Baldwi n , who first
came to the department as Writer-in-Residence in 1978 and returned in
1979 and 1981 as a Distinguished Visiting Professor at the University.
During his 1979 residency he was inducted into Omicron Delta Kappa
National Leadership honor society, and in August 1980 h e was awarded
an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters from Bowling Green State
University. James Baldwin helped to articulate the significance of the
department's concerns to the wider University community and helped
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the dep artment to persuade the larger community to support cultural
diversity in the University's curriculum .
Initially, the Ethnic Studies Program was not tied to any college, but
operated through the College of Arts and Sciences on an informal basis
and reported to the Director of Minority Affairs. Now the department
reports directly to the College of Arts and Sciences . Before depart·
mentalization, none of the original program 's courses were listed in the
published schedule of classes; students were informed of classes by word·
of-mouth, special flyers, and notices in the student newsp aper. All
courses within the program were given generic numbers and identified
under traditional disciplines; curriculum development was therefore
dependent on the good will of others outside the program . None of those
early Ethnic Studies courses fulfilled any group requirement, and none of
the participating departments provided faculty support for teaching. Yet
these other departments were allowed j urisdiction over the
program's course offerings and evaluated our faculty. The teaching
equivalencies b e c a m e the p r o p erty of the d e p artments iden tified
with the generic course numbers. The Ethnic Studies Program was not
given credit for the development of ethnic studies curriculum, and the
director whose charge it was to develop a program in ethnic studies was
given little real power or authority within the College. Th e program had
essentially been instructed to develop a curriculum outside of the normal
collegiate structure, and to do so in an environment that often challenged
the academic legitimacy of ethnic studies. Ironically , much of the
criticism incurred targeted the absence of academic faculty and the
integrity of an interdisciplinary program.
The original courses offered by the Ethnic Studies Program focused
primarly on Afro-American culture, as did the curriculum of many other
black and ethnic studies programs developing across the nation. Our
curriculum quickly expanded to include courses addressing general
ethnicity and Hispanic culture. While the students who enrolled in
courses offered by the Ethnic Studies Program were predominantly
black and Hispanic, students currently enrolled in courses offered by the
Department of Ethnic Studies are predominantly Anglo-American. The
changing demographics of student enrollment in Ethnic Studies was
facilited by our departmentalization. Subsequent to departmentalization,
and the development of m aj or and minor concentrations in Ethnic
Studies, a number of our courses have been designated by the College and
by other departments as fulfilling general and specific req uirements. The
recent inclusion of Ethnic Studies 101 on the list of courses fulfilling
general education requirements in social and behavioral sciences h a s
greatly increased our enrollment, especially in terms of white students
and others who might not have taken a course in Ethnic Studies unless it
met the general education requirement.
Departmentalization was essential to Ethnic Studies at Bowling
Green State University for a number of reason s . First of all, it allowed us
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to be less dependent on the good will of other departments in allowing us
course numbers. Secondly, and very significantly, it provided the means
to offer our faculty tenured positions. Departmentalization further
affirmed the legitimacy of the subj ect m atter by providing both a m aj or
and minor in Ethnic Studies and by allowing us to establish a stable
curriculum.
As the educational mission of the department continues to expand , we
h ave expanded the community we serve. The Annual Ethnic Studies
Conference at Bowling Green State University attracts an audience
composed of faculty, students, and staff, as well as scholars and other
interested p arties from neighboring communities and educational insti
tutions. Keynote speakers for the conference have included Alex Haley,
Mary Frances Berry, and Kenneth Clark . Prominent scholars such as
Ronald Takaki , Carlos Corte s , and Charles V. Willie have presented
papers and p articipated in conference panel s . The conference has rai sed
the department' s profile on- and off·campus and has heightened the
sensitivity of the University community to the importance of cultural
diversity in higher education and to the p articular role played by the
Department of Ethnic Studies in the creation of a diverse curriculum.
Philosophy

Prior to the development of ethnic studies as an academic discipline,
the study of racial and ethnic groups was achieved primarily through the
areas of ethnology, a branch of anthropology, and sociology, within the
speciality of race relations. Ethnology traditionally approaches various
cultures, particularly non-literate societies, comparatively. Ethnographic
observation frequently reflected ethnocentric standards, and so evaluated
groups by those same standards . Ethnology has traditionally viewed
non-We stern groups and American min ority groups as obj ects of
curiousity, interesting because of their deviation from Anglo-Western
norm s . Because of this perspective, value j udgments are sometimes
incorporated into supposedly obj ective, scientific observation. Some of
the same criticisms might be made concerning the specialty of race
relations within sociology.
Since the 1 9 70s, the United States has witnessed a number of events
which reinforced and intensified ethnic identification and allegiance.
During the fifties vigorous protest movements emerged within black
communities ranging from nonviolent protests to the Black Power
m ovement of the late 1 960s. Afro-Americans during this period fought an
unprecedented battle to achieve social , economic, and political equality.
As the Civil Rights Movement progressed, black people tried to shape a
new identity, shatter old and pervasive stereotypes about their culture ,
and emphasize the contributions which Afro-Americans have made to
American society. Stimulated by the relatively progressive atmosphere
of the sixties, other revitalization movements flourished. Hispanics ,
North American Indians, and other minority groups also demanded
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changes in social, economic, and p olitical institutions. In the process of
becoming m obilized politically, American minority groups created more
positive profiles of their v aried cultures . A greater sense of cultural
integrity also developed within these groups , some groups experiencing
what has been conceptualized as n ationali s m . As these ethnic groups
intensified their search for i dentity , unity and solidarity were generated,
sometimes resulting in alternative forms of ethnocentrism and the
rej ection of out-groups within higher education. Rej ection of scholarship
exclusively dominated b y Angl o-Western thought resulted in the
emergence of Afro-American studies , and later Chicano and Native
American studi e s . Each discipline e m p h a s i z e d a specific cultural
perspective.
The movements and reforms initiated by non-white ethnic groups
encouraged some white ethnic groups to proclaim ethnic pride and to
push for s ocial , political , and educational reforms that would directly
benefit their own p articular groups. This movement became known as
the "new pluralis m . " Ethnicity is an integral p art of American society. A
sophisticated understanding of our society cannot be grasped until the
separate ethnic communities which constitute American society are
seriously analyzed. It is insufficient to conceptualize ethnicity only in
terms of racial groups. While these groups , because of institutional
racism, discrimination, and individual prej udice, are the most soci ally
isolated and physically identifiable, ethnic divisions also exist among
Americans of European origin.
In the spirit of both racial and ethnic plurali s m , the Department of
Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green State University incorporates a wide
variety of cultural perspecti ves. Our mission is to instill in our students a
real understanding of actual American culture. We hope that cultural
literacy will result in the appreciation and tolerance of all groups,
regardless of any differences which may exist.
In recent years , educators h ave begun to realize the importance of
ethnicity in American society. They recognize the need to help students
develop a more sophisticated understanding of the diverse ethnic groups
who compose the population and to help them achieve acceptance of
cultural differences. Responding largely to student demands and com
m unity pressure groups , institutions of higher education have made
attempts to incorporate information about ethnic groups into social
science and humanities curriculum. Too often , however, social science
and hum anities courses depict racial and ethnic groups only in terms of
how they differ fro m dominant groups. Ethnic studies is important even
where such educational amendments have been made, as ethnic studies
presents racial and ethnic cultures without apology or comparison.
In developing our own ethnic studies curriculum, w e believe American
culture can best b e represented by studying each cultural group's
understanding of itself. Afro-American scholars, or those who can
articulate the perspective, are best equipped to understand the special
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position of blacks in American culture ; scholars of Asian-American
culture are best equipped to observe Asian-American society. By pro
viding a range of scholarship produced prim arily by members of specific
racial and ethnic groups , we are able to avoid indoctrinating students to
any one perspective or bias, be it Eurocentric, Afrocentric, or any
homogeneous world view . Such a multiplicity of theory and methodology
reflects well the multiplicity of groups creating our uniquely American
landscape. By advocating the scholarship of minority scholars, however,
we do not exclude Anglo-Western scholarship which transcends the
limitations of traditional Eurocentric philosophies . Structural func
ti onalism and conflict theorists, for example, are often incorporated into
the curriculum regardless of their personal cultural experience.
Because of the careful attention given to cultural perspectives, the
m ovement of ethnic studies away from traditional ethnology, and the
rej ection of Eurocentric scholarly bias , ethnic studies is in many ways a
well-d efined discipline. But in order to truly introduce students to groups
other than their own, it is necessary to introduce students to the cultural
artifacts of those groups. In our department we accomplish this by
combining hum anities and social sciences in the curriculum. This
interdisciplinary appro ach provides more depth in the understanding of
culture than a singular disciplinary approach . We utilize ethnic arts ,
music, and literature to illustrate various cultural aesthetics. It is vital
that students from all b ackgrounds recognize that different world views
exist and further understand those different world views. Only by
appreciating numerous cultures can students understand the complexity
of American culture.

Department Strengths

The Department of Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green State University
i s privileged in areas that similar dep artments at other universities may
not b e . Our faculty and staff have gathered data and resources which
illu strate the experience of ethnic and racial minority groups in North
west Ohio . The Ohio Hispanic Institute of Opportunity, which once had
offices in B owling Green, donated to our department a wealth of
documents pertaining to the migrant experience in Ohio . Once our
department is able to obtain funding for a faculty member to develop and
direct an applied policy and research center, the data will serve as the
found ation for research proj ects . The existence of this data and the
proj ected establishment of our Ethnic and Migrant Policy Research
Center will allow faculty and students the opportunity to understand the
dynamics of the geographical area and gain practical research ex
perience. The Center will be designed as an educational, training and
research organization. Research will focus on public policy , issues, and
concerns related to ethnic minority populations in Northwest Ohio and
surrounding regions.
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Other m aterials developed by our faculty and staff for our express use
include two documentaries produced through WBGU-TV : The Heights
explores contributing factors to dramatically low educational attainment
for Mexican-Ameri c a n s in one affluent l o c a l s c h o o l di strict, and
Cross roads to the 21st Century (the title comes fro m our annual Ethnic
Studies C onference) which is a series of interviews with Bowling Green
faculty staff, and students and with distinguished participants in the
conferences including Charles V. Willie from Harvard's School of
Education and Mary Jean Mosely, the Director of Intercultural Studies
at Ft. Lewis College. The latter documentary makes a strong argument
for the necessity of incorporating cultural diversity into the higher
education curriculum.
The annual Ethnic Studies C onference creates an invigorated atmos
phere within the dep artment. Each fall our faculty and staff encounter
new perspectives on ethnic studies through contact with a variety of
scholars in education, literature, sociology, and social policy. Such
stimulation serves to revitalize enthusiasm which may sometimes be
depleted by everyday university politics as well as to create a quality
profile for the department on campus. Important papers which have been
presented throughout the years at the conference are currently being
edited for publication.
Because ofthe range of courses we offer, including a b asic introductory
course, a specific introduction to black studies , a course addressing the
role of the Chicano in American culture, an upper-level study of the
depiction of racial minorities in television and fil m , and a course
addressing Euro-American ethnic experiences, our courses are in many
ways " m ainstream" courses, meeting a variety of general educational
requirements. As a result, our courses attract a variety of students fro m a
variety of areas . This trend in enrollment supports our premise that race
and ethnicity are integral components of American culture, and that no
education is complete without an understanding of what roles race and
ethnicity play in social, political, and economic life. We feel that our
platform, which defines ethnic studies as complementary, rather than
adversarial, to more traditional higher education curriculum has enabled
us to establish ourselves as an important area of study and to continue to
grow whereas d e p artments e l s e w h e r e may h a v e e x pired o r b e e n
diminished.
Fundamental to our survival and success was our departmentalization
in 1979 . Departmentalization facilitated not only control over our own
curriculum, but also the ability to exercise full autonomy over the
selection of ethnic studies faculty and to offer faculty tenure. We feel that
the evaluation of ethnic studies faculty by others educated in the area is
es sential to m aintaining the quality of instruction and scholarship. Such
autonomy promotes survival on campuses which m a y h a ve indifferent
or ambivalent attitudes toward ethnic studies.
Perhaps our largest accomplishment to date is the development of the
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University-wide C ultural Diversity requirement. Still in its embryonic
stage, the requirement will guarantee that all students graduating from
Bowling Green State University will have at some point in their college
c areer b e e n e x p o s e d t o n o n-Eur o p e a n cultural perspectives. The
University-wide requirement at Bowling Green , like less comprehensive
requirements elsewhere , not only benefits students, but also elevates the
intellectual sophistication of individual C olleges which expand their
academic mission to reach beyond traditional historical limitations of
curriculum. Faculty, as well as students , improve their scholarship by
being encouraged to incorporate additional dimensions into their in
struction. We hope that one day this standard will be the status quo in
higher education.

Limitations

As various ethnic studies courses are identified as meeting specific
distribution and general requirements in a number of C olleges within the
University, our student enrollment has increased significantly. Un
fortunately, the number of full-time faculty has not grown propor
tion ately, and we are having difficulty accommodating the growth. The
result of the discrepancy between the demand for courses and the
avail ability of faculty has been twofold: students are frequently denied
access to courses they want and need, while our faculty are exhausted by
overcrowded courses and frustrated by being forced to turn students
away.
While the C ollege of Arts and Sciences has been generous in providing
funds for a number of part-time instructors , the department is not fully
s a tisfied with that sol u tion. Beca use of the ten uous nature of the funding,
appointments are often made at the last minute. A larger permanent
faculty would allow the department more continuity, which would assist
us in better planning for the future. With the institution of the Uni
versi ty' s Cui tural Di versi ty req uirement, our need for faculty will become
even greater as students seek to fulfill that requirement. In addition to an
increase in the number of full-time tenured faculty, the department also
requires an increase in the number of graduate assistants and teaching
fel l o w s a s signed to the dep artment. The d e p artment has a l w a y s
depended on graduate students from a number o f academic areas t o
utilize their particular perspectives while teaching a variety of ethnic
studies course s . In order to increase the number of courses and sections
offered each semester, a further commitment to the Department of
Ethnic Studies must be made by the College of Arts and Sciences and the
Graduate College.
One factor contributing to the difficulty in obtaining additional
graduate assistants and teaching fellows is the absence of a graduate
program in ethnic studies. Although the Graduate College includes an
American Studies Program offering a degree at the master's level, and an
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American Culture Program at the doctoral level, neither features a
concentration in ethnic studie s . If our dep artment were to offer a
graduate degree, the interdisciplinary programs in American Studies
and American Culture could include ethnic studies as important parts of
their curricul a . All we can offer at this time is an occasional course
taught by one of o ur faculty and assigned a "topics" graduate course
number through another department or program. A graduate program in
ethnic studies would further generate research in the discipline , benefit
ting not only the Department of Ethnic Studies at B owling Green State
University, but also departments elsewhere, as research and data would
be collected and made available through our developing Ethnic and
Migrant Policy Research Center.
An increase in the size of the faculty would facilitate the much needed
expansion of undergraduate curriculum. Although we currently offer a
wide variety of courses , we need to develop additional courses in theory
and methodology to support our m aj or and minor programs, and to
increase in the number of courses we offer which could be used to meet the
Cultural Diversity requirement.
�ecause of the small faculty, the department is limited in additional
ways. There is not a woman in a full-time or tenured faculty position. We
are attempting to improve the current situation by developing a j oint
faculty appointment with the Women's Studies Program, a program with
which we have historically had a mutually supportive relationship . The
small size of the department has also limited the v ariety of ethnic groups
represented by faculty; as we increase the number of faculty members, we
will be able to expand the racial and ethnic composition of the faculty.
To accommodate a larger faculty, staff, and the Ethnic and Migrant
Policy Research Center, the department will require improved and
enlarged physical facilities . Despite repeated requests for additional
space in which to house the Rese arch Center, we h ave been granted only
a small area for document storage. Commitment to ethnic studies by
University administration, at Bowling Green and elsewhere, must
transcend verbal support and be made concrete by providing necess ary
personnel and facilitie s . Significant commitment to ethnic studies
departments and programs will indicate to students higher education's
determination to integrate pluralism into the curriculum, a commitment
which will better represent and serve higher education's constituency .

Conclusions

As we ap proach the twenty-first century, it becomes increasingly
important that cultural diversity be incorporated into higher education
curriculum. This incorporation is best achieved through the establish
ment of ethnic studies departments and programs which offer curriculum
defined by a variety of cultural perspectives.
Two thirds of the world is composed of non-white, non-Western
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culture s , yet higher education curriculum continues to emphasize
scholarship within the Western , Judeo-Christian tradition. As the
economic and political dominance of the West wanes, it will become
increasingly imperative that our students be able to function in a world
society that may differ dramatically from their own experience. Only
through u n d erstanding and respect will intern ational conflict be
resolved.
Because the racial and ethnic composition of the United States is
rapidly changing, it is equally important that students be aware of the
n u ances of American culture . Black and Hispanic populations in the
United States are relatively young, and their birthrate is higher than the
older Anglo popul ation. Cultural emphasis on the family also contributes
to a l arge average family size for blacks, Hispanics , North American
Indians, and Asian-Americans. In addition, immigration profiles h ave
shifted. The m aj ority of immigrants to the United States no longer come
fro m Europe; they come from Mexico, Central America , South America,
and Southeast Asia. These immigrants bring with them languages ,
religions, and cultural artifacts much different from their European
predecessors. Their entrance into the United States alters not only the
demographic m ake-up of society but also the cultural landscape.
These ch anging p atterns in immigration, combined with already
existing young minority popul ations , create new meaning for the
concepts of " m aj ority" and "minority . " If current trends continue,
Asians, Hispanics , and bl acks could represent one third of the popula
tion by the year 2000. By 2050 these "minority" groups could compose the
n umerical m aj ority of United States citizens. It is essential that all
people possess skills which will allow them to understand, appreciate,
and respect groups other than their own. Political, economic , and
educational institutions will need to respond to multicultural consti
tuencies . The practical application of ethnic studies can help facilitate
the efficient and equitable treatment of all groups by public and private
institutions.
The faculty in the Department of Ethnic Studies at Bowling Green
State University believe o ur philosophy and instruction contribute to
creating a society which recognizes and respects all of its members . We
believe that when different groups understand each other's important
roles and contributions to American culture , bigotry and racism will
become m ere remnants of an earlier, less informed society. We look
forward to seeing cultural diversity incorporated into higher education
curriculum nation-wide, so that the profile of American culture may
become truly representative of all its components and contribute to the
unity of the American people. We hope to see this h appen as we stand at
the crossroads to the twenty-first century.
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The Co-opting of Ethnic Studies
in the American University: A Critical View
Jesse M. Vazquez

The birth of ethnic studies in the American university was accompanied
by the politics and pedagogy of rage, pride, and mistrust for the then
prevailing curricular academic structures and its tradition-bound,
academically conservative gatekeepers. The campus take-overs, student
demands, and confrontations were a common expression of the times,
and concomitantly these were also shapers of the changing times. The
presence or absence of ethnic minority faculty and students in our
universities was and continues to be one of many indices by which we
measure the willingness ofthis society to live up to its responsibility and
promise to guarantee expanding educational opportunity for all. The
creation of ethnic studies programs as a legitimate academic course of
study in the university was one key part of that long range objective.
Many universities now boast of departments and programs in Afro
American Studies, Puerto Rican Studies, Chicano Studies, Native
American Studies, and other ethnic studies entities. Today's student can
leaf through the semester's schedule of courses and choose from a wide
array of ethnic studies offerings and think only of whether or not it fits
into his/her program. E ven traditional academic departments, formerly
resolute in their refusal to include ethnic studies courses in their
curriculum, now cross-list, and in many instances generate their own
version of ethnic studies courses in direct competition with existing
ethnic studies programs.
Thus, the university, through a wide ranging set of curricular reforms
and innovations-in the best "culturally pluralistic" tradition-has
effectively managed to co-opt some of the more socially and politically
palatable aspects of the ethnic studies movement of the late 19608 and
early 1970s. It is, therefore, not surprising to see the liberal arts
sequences, and especially the pre-professional training programs (educa
tion, counseling, psychology, social work, criminal justice, and other
mental health professions) now showing a marked interest in anything
that focuses on the cross-cultural, multicultural, international, world or
global studies perspective.
These latest curricular trends seem to be moving us away from the
political and social urgency intended by the founders of ethnic studies,
Explora tions in Ethnic Studies,
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and tow ard the kind of program design which conforms to and is
consistent with the traditional academic structures. Are we now begin
ning to witness a gradual intellectual and political de-railing or erosion
of a curriculum which once constituted a significant threat to the
academy?
C ertainly, the struggle to legitimize these programs academically has
taken the edge and toughness out of the heart of some of our ethnic
studies curriculum. Not all of these changes, however, have been
n egative or detrimental to the integrity of these programs. There is little
doubt that some of the shifts in our appro ach, which have been either
generated by us or in response to academic rigidity and intran sigence,
have been a sign of our own m aturity. Similarly, these new perspectives
and appro aches h ave allowed us to survive in an ever-changing uni
v ersity environment. My argument is not with responsible adaptability
for the s ake of academic survival; it is with the issue of how far we have
allowed ourselves to drift from the central intellectual and social issues
that brought us into the university in the first place.
As we witness the abandonment of the inner cities, experience a
greater separation between the poor and the middle class, struggle with
the spiralling drop-out rates of ethnic minorities, and learn of the l atest
racial attacks, we in ethnic studies must ask ourselves what h appened to
the original or founding principles and concerns ofthese new and radical
interdisciplin ary programs of the 1 960s and 1 970s. While we recognize
that the politics have shifted along with a restrictive economic climate,
and while the administration in Washington h as undermined wh atever
social programs there were that m ade a difference, nonetheless , the
m aj or social, political, and intellectual questions and issues ofthe sixt� es
are still with us today. I n many ways, conditions have worsened for the
ethnic/racial minorities in American society.
W h at I see h appening in the uni versity directly affects ethnic studies. I
believe that m any of u s , and indeed our programs, through the mis ap
plicati o n of our curriculum, h ave been seduced and lulled into believing
that the institution aliz ation of our programs signals a dram atic positive
shift in university policy and a change in tradition al faculty attitudes .
My contention is that it does not; but at the same time, this glasnos t, if
you will , in the university's approach towards ethnic studies does not
neces s arily have to represent a threat to the original principles of ethnic
studies. F ar from being a Luddite's proposal, which would have u s turn
the clock back to 1 969, this essay strongly suggests a serious reapprais al
of where we are, and how far we have strayed from some of our original
obj ectives. Structures and academic entities notwithstanding, are we
doing what we s et out to do when we first entered the university almost
twenty years ago? Rather than "a critical view , " perhaps this essay
should be more aptly sub-titled a " cautionary essay . "
Founding Principles i n University Ethnic Studies.
For purposes of this discussion I would like to put forth a number of
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statements which I believe capture the essence of what some of these
original obj ectives or principles were expected to accomplish. Charles C.
Irby, in "Ethnic Studies in the Twenty-First C entury: A Proposal,"
suggests a number of ideas which should serve as a measure for those
struggling with an appraisal of where we are in our development. In the
following statement, Irby j oins some of his thoughts with those of Helen
MacLam:
Ultimately, t h e p u r p o s e of ethnic studies is to i n v e s t p e o p l e with t h e power to a c t and
change; power to assume direction for their o w n lives and to alter the prevailing
societal structure so w e can all share in w hat is j u s tly ours . ' There are few people
willing to share in the idealism ofthe previous statement, but committed persons are
needed who are willing to struggle for a liberating educational process 2

And later in the piece, Irby elaborates upon what he believed the mission
of ethnic studies should be as we near the end of the twentieth century:
The vibrant and healthy ethnic studies programs entering the twenty-first century
will be those encompassing certain radical directions in the 1 980s and 1 990s. The
following are minim al: reducing dependence on male Euroamerican studies in
coloured faces; questioning societal priests, especially ourselves; restructuring
institutions at every turn to reflect who w e really are in this nation; involving
individuals in the processes of liberation through dynamic consciousness; and a
continuing willingness to accept and project the goals and promises of liberation
studies to hesitant audiences . . . . The focus for ethnic studies must be seen in terms of
a mission in the academy and broader institutional and cultural contexts. The
mission is to bring liberation to fruition for all citizens. We must persist in spite of
naysayers, for a liberating educational process should enhance the political economy,
socio/ cultural development, and psycho/personal health . '

While Irby's thoughts are generally descriptive of ethnic studies as a
whole, the ideas expressed by Frank Bonilla, although addressing the
goals of Puerto Rican Studies, contain some of the essential guiding
principles followed by most ethnic studies programs as they sought to
carve out a place in the university:
Puerto Rican Studies now exist in the United States because consciously or

reject any version of education or learning that does not
forthrightly affirm that our freedom as a people is a vital concern and an attaina ble
goal. That is, we have set out to contest effectively those visions of the world that
intuitively enough of us

assume or take for granted the inevitability and indefinite duration of the class and
colonial oppression that has marked Puerto Rico's history. All the disciplines that we
are most directly drawing upon-history, economics, sociology, anthropology,
literature, psychology, pedagogy-as they are practiced in the U nited States are
deeply implicated in the construction of that vision o f Puerto Ricans as an inferior,
submissive people, trapped on the underside of relations from which there is n o
fors eeable exit.·1

We could easily add to these statements, but we would simply be
repeating ourselves. Suffice it to say that the mission or the various
reasons for an ethnic studies presence in the American university are
markedly different from those that preceded the entry or admission of the
more traditional academic disciplines. Ifwe are there in part to challenge
or to "contest," as Bonilla suggests, or to press for a "liberating
educational process" as proposed by Irby, are we still actively engaged in
any of these processes in the latter part of the 1980s? Or have we, in our
drive to become a legitimate part of the institution, gradually allowed
ourselves and our programs to become unwitting participants in a
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process that will transform ethnic studies into j ust one more inter
disciplinary department?
These are my concerns. I hope that I might stimulate further discussion
by focusing on a number of institutional contradictions and current
societal conditions which I am certain many have struggled with, and
that represent a potential threat to the integrity and continuation of
some of our ethnic studies programs as originally conceived.
C ompeting Visions of a Liberal University E ducation

In the past few years I have been involved in a number of activities
which have given me the opportunity to observe some of the latest shifts
and currents in university policy and practices related to ethnic studies.
Some of these activities are familiar to those in ethnic studies and by no
means do they represent an intentional or formal data gathering effort. 5
These varied activities have given m e the opportunity t o observe, read in
a variety of areas, actively participate in some of these policy making
groups, and finally draw my own conclusions and suggest some interpre
tations about what I sense may be happening to ethnic studies in the
university.
What I have witnessed most recently is a kind of institutional
inversion, or more precisely a revolutionary paradox. Increasingly, I
have noticed that those who were least inclined to j oin in the struggle to
establish ethnic studies programs in the 1960s and 1 970s are now
actively engaged in a variety of activities which openly use the j argon
and some of the concepts promoted and put into place by the earlier
proponents of ethnic studies. Ironically, those who stormed the academic
ivory towers in the 1 960s, anticipating that their actions would shake the
very foundations of the academy, are now being asked to sit in on
affirmative action policy planning committees, draft grant proposals for
cultural or world studies, consider cross-cultural curricular changes, j oin
search committees looking for qualitifed minority or affirmative action
candida tes. Now, does this kind of shift tell us anything about the way
academia works? You bet it does! Chastened by these experiences, most
of us approach these open invitations with some degree of cynicism and
suspicion.
Actually, my concern about these institutional shifts started in the late
1970s when the cultural pluralis m model was rapidly replacing the
mythical and woefully inadequate concept of the melting pot. And in
1 980-8 1 , when, with a group of colleagues, who met regularly as a study
group for the purpose of looking at the history of Puerto Rican Studies in
the university, we found that we had to, in our historical analysis,
critically examine the concept of cultural pluralism and assess its impact
on the development of ethnic studies. At about the same time, one of our
group members was asked to deliver the keynote address at the First
International Puerto Rican Studies Conference which was to be held at
Brooklyn College. Our preparation for that keynote required that we take
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a very close look at the first ten years of Puerto Rican Studies.6 One ofthe
many areas considered in our analysis was the question of cultural
pluralism and its central role in the evolution of the ethnic studies
movement. We examined the idea from various perspectives so that we
might understand how, if mis-applied, the concept of cultural pluralism
might effectively inhibit the life and growth of select ethnic studies
programs in the university. Our group at that time concluded the
following:
This new " cultural pluralist" philosophy is now being used to submerge and deflect
the most critical and fun damental concerns of our community: its economic,
cultural, and political survival . Although on the surface this liberal philosophy
seems to represent a most viable, intelligent alternative to the forced assimilation
expressed in the melting pot model, it is deceptive and must be openly challenged.
Cultural pluralism overlooks certain critical socio-economic distinctions between
groups that transcend mere cultural differences. If, on the one hand, it purports to
give all ethnic groups an equal opportunity to examine and preserve their cultural
heritage and cultural folkways, it ignores historical issues and conditions which
make for the continued oppression of particular ethnic and racial minorities . . . .
C ultural plurali s m , as practiced in the university today, has had the effect of
significantly muting the urgency of the expressed needs and demands of the Puerto
Rican community. I t has taken the question of ethnicity out of the political and
economic domain and reduced it to a deb ate about qu ality of curriculum, tenure,
academic solvency, and " cultural" studies . '

How the idea of cultural pluralism is understood, and how it is defined
by the shapers of the university curriculum, will be a determining factor
in maintaining the strength and authenticity of our ethnic studies
programs. Have we, through a broader, less challenging response to the
seemingly egalitarian aspects of the pluralism model, as suggested by
Irby, become "parties to the evils of the academy rather than revolu
tionaries against them during the past fifteen years?"8 I think that we
might be somewhat culpable in this regard; and the challenge that lies
ahead for us is in determining precisely how we interpret the pluralism
approach as it directly affects the mission of ethnic studies in the
university. As we become less concerned with the central issues of our
communities, and as these concerns lose their place in our course work
and in our research, the programs will become far more acceptable to the
established order and to the academy.
Since their inception, the life chances and viability of our ethnic
studies programs have been tied to a broader societal network of
attitudes, values, beliefs, and educational policies and practices. While
the locus of control is still clearly within the university, the debate that
surrounds these programs extends well beyond the governing bodies of
our institutions of higher learning. The debate actually spills out of the
university and into the constituent ethnic communities and other sectors
of the larger society.
As ethnic studies practitioners, we know that these societal influences
and pressures continue to make the mere presence, merit, and legitimacy
of ethnic studies a constantly contended issue. We can see the same
phenomenon in the area of bilingual multicultural education. For the
most part, the public debate that surrounds bilingual education springs
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from the myths and realities that shape American social thought and
beliefs about the place of "foreign" languages and other cultures in the
society as well as in the school. Because bilingual education goes counter
to the prevailing historical belief that English should be the exclusive
language of instruction in the American school, it will, as an alternative
pedagogical device, continue to be resisted by those who remain resolute
in their vision of what language means in the American system. It is
more than a pedagogy that is being debated; it is a dialogue expressing
competing visions of what it means to be an American. Similarly, if
ethnic studies proposes to address the fundamental racial and ethnic
historical realities of this nation, it too will continue to engender the
s ame depth of resistance and enmity, both intellectual and historical,
which is directed at the supporters of bilingual education.
Our work in these two areas simply contradicts the romantic, populist
and historical idea of what American society is or was intended to be-a
monolingual, monocultural society with a very thin innocuous veneer of
racial and cultural differences which, in the end, should not affect
democratic societal interaction. That is the societal myth, and ethnic
studies proposes an alternative vision. The myth, of course, is embedded
in an economic system with its attendant rewards and punishments.
The popularity of the public pronouncements issued by Allan Bloom
and William Bennett, among others, is simply an expression of the
fundamental mythology of what education is supposed to be and do for
American society and for the individual. But we must recognize that the
push for ethnic studies in the university is expressive of something that
is also an integral part of the American tradition. It is part of a tradition
that seeks to address the ideas of community (public or social life), and
which is as vital to the American enterprise as the idea of the self
determination and individualism (private life). However these two
aspects of society interact, the ethnic studies experiment in the American
university seeks to remind us that the "community of memory" -as
phrased by Bellah, et al. in Ha bits of the Heart-must be understood in
terms of what it can offer to the society as a whole.9 It can be viewed as a
counterpoint to the unceasing tendency in our society towards greater
and greater isolation, self-reliance, self-absorption, and separation from
the larger collective purpose and concern for the common or public good.
The issue of relevance that we continue to struggle with in the latter
part of the 1980s as we did in the 1 960s, has once again reared its ugly
head in the guise of the Bloom attack on higher education. But, Martha
Nussbaum, in her detailed and critical review of Allan Bloom's book,
addressess the matter of curriculum and relevance as follows:
B l o o m ' s propos als can be criticized on m a n y fronts. But a b o v e a l l it is important t o
see plainly w h a t he intends t h e university to be. T h o s e who believe t h a t the highest
search for the truth does not turn away from concern for the quality of moral and
social life and that the universities of America should exist for the s ake of all its
citizens, not only for the sake of a few, must find themselves opposed to Bloom's
conception. In defending their position, they will find, contrary to Bloom's claims,
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strong support from the arguments of the ancient Greek thinkers, and especially of
the Stoics, who spoke so eloquently of practical reason as a universal human
possession, whose cultivation is a central human need. And what of the curriculum?
The Stoics saw that, in order to extend the benefits of higher education to all human
beings, teaching woiuld have to be responsive to the needs of m any different types of
human beings .' o

And those of us who have been engaged in a struggle "to extend the
benefits of higher education" to the disenfranchised are constantly faced
with the ever-present challenges from the traditionalists. In an effort to
find a secure and permanent place in the university, the embattled ethnic
studies faculty will, if not cautious and guarded, re-cast curriculum to fit
into the standard and acceptable content and bibliographic require
ments. The university gatekeepers-Bloom, Bennett and other back-to
basics naysayers-will simply not recognize anything that does not fit
into the standard curricular form. The traditonalists will continue to be
threatened by the more progressive curricular innovations introduced by
ethnic and women's studies programs. The irony, however, is that as of
late there h as been an increasing interest in cultural or ethnic studies
type courses emanating fro m the more traditional departments, and
pre-professional and professional training programs. As suggested
above, these requests, when they have not been part of the historical
development of ethnic studies in a p articular institution, are usually
proffered as a way of promoting and reflecting the romantic vision of
cultural pluralism that they believe exists in the larger society. Once
again, we are called upon to be vigilant and guarded when we are asked
to participate in the university's effort to adapt or transport ethnic
studies concepts to other departments or divisions in the institution. For
it is in this adaptation that we run the risk oflosing control of or watering
down certain aspects of our programs.
The Pit- falls o f Cultural Pluralism and
Expanded C ulture Studies

The "new ethnicity" literature, as typified by Michael Novak, Andrew
Greeley, Richard Gambino, and others, came on the heels of campus
struggles by ethnic/racial minorities. l l This new ethnicity effectively
opened up, broadened, and made more inclusive the definition of ethnic
studies in the university. C ompeting for limited space and resources in
the academy, this revised definition of ethnic studies forced many to
accommodate to this new reality. 1 2 More recently, the new immigrant
programs and studies now seem to be increasingly popular in regions
where large numbers of Latin Americans, new Asian, and other im
migrants h ave settled. While these are critically important areas of
study, the increased focus on these new groups may h ave the net effect of
moving the needs of the more traditional ethnic/racial minorities to the
academic back-burner. This is especially problematic in an era of
shrinking dollars for social science research. The pressing and persistent
core problems affecting the black, Puerto Rican, Chicano, and N ative
American communities h ave not disappeared; yet, the funding agencies,
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university departments, scholars on the prowl for "hot" new research
projects, will move on to these newer more exotic and perhaps more
fundable groups. I :J
The problem does not arise from the increased number of ethnic
groups, but in how the new groups are studied, what kinds of courses or
programs are designed, and finally how some of the new immigrants see
themselves. Do they see themselves as immigrants waiting to enter the
mainstream of American society, or do they in some ways see themsel ves
as identifying with the persistent underclass in American socity-the
blacks, Puerto Ricans, Chicanos and Native Americans? While the data
are not in yet, the anecdotal impressions seem to point to a disassociation
with the traditional minorities. Some, however, may indeed see them
selves more like the turn of the century immigrants, or for that matter
like the post-Castro Cubans who were primarily from the middle and
upper classes, and who as merchants and professionals in Cuba were
more equipped to move quickly into the economic system. Of course,
pre-immigration conditions (level of education, class, trade, rural or
urban, etc.) often serve as an indicator of how a particular ethnic group
will move through (up or down) the American social economic structure. 1 4
S o the call for a more culturally diverse curriculum, coming a s it has
most recently from traditionally anti-ethnic studies quarters in the
university, may indeed have the net effect of muting the demands and
the persistent realities of the more traditional ethnic/racial minorities.
Profe s sional Training Programs and
Multicultural Studies.

It is now quite common to see the occasional "multicultural perspec
tives" courses as part of the required training sequence which prepare
the prospective teacher, counselor, social worker, other human services
or health practitioner, for work in our culturally diverse communities.
And, if a course doesn't exist, these programs are planning to introduce
one in the near future. If this is indeed quickly becoming the standard
fare in the pre-professional training program, what is its content and
substance, and what is the approach?15 Are these add-on courses learner
centered, where the prospective practitioners seriously examine their
own ethnic reality, come to terms with racial! ethnic biases, or is it simply
offered as a smorgasbord of cultural or ethnic specifics? Of course, the
danger lies in presenting the students with ethnic stereotypes of how
they might expect members of culture-X to act under certain clinical
situations.
The emerging literature in this field, on one level, seems to be quite
encouraging because there seems to be a real debate about the best way to
go about sensitizing professionals to the cultural, racial, and linguistic
realities oftheir client's, patient's and student's world. There seems to be
a significant amount of research, most of it generated in the last ten or
fifteen years, which has been dedicated primarily to understanding
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cross-cultural issues in these fields_ The pit-fall here may come with
focusing exclusively on individual ethnic differences apart from the
socio-economic conditions that often create and sometimes sustain
certain realities for select groups in our society_ Focusing exclusively on
the psychological or cultural domain without attending to the economic
and social realities can also lead to unreliable techniques in our applied
clinical work.
On the matter of the developing technology in this area, one of the
pioneers of cross-cultural counseling, Clemmont E. Vontress, in a recent
interview, noted the following:
Finally, I notice a difference in terms of White and Black emphasis in cross-cultural
counseling. I n general, Blacks place a great deal of emphasis on the counselor
changing himself or herself in order to be more effective in the helping role vis-a-vis
black clients. O n the other hand, I perceive that Whites place great emph asis on the
tricks of the trade, the mechanics of counseling, if you will ( e . g . , how to sit, look, bend,
or talk to come across as an accepting human being). For Blacks, what you are
speaks s o loudly that no amount of programmed behavior will conceal the true self. 1 6

I found this particularly interesting, because a good deal of the
emerging literature in this field is increasingly concerned with which
technique works best with a particular population. There does seem to be
a great emphasis on what formulas might be the most effective and less
concern with who the clients and practitioners are ethnically, and what
that represents to the consumer of a particular service.
A great many researchers are committed to making this kind of
approach an integral part of the training of future practitioners. Our role
in this process, as ethnic studies specialists, is, of course, critical. There
are a number of things we could do to help strengthen the ethnic studies
content in these programs. These efforts might include, among others,
some ofthe following: where possible we could j oin these efforts through
collaborative research; we could have direct input by actively partici
pating in the curriculum design process; in some instances, we can
contribute by providing bibliographic material or by giving guest
lectures to these other departments or divisions. We can, if given the
opportunity, effectively shape the nature and substance of these pre
professional courses in cross-cultural or multicultural studies.
At Queens C ollege, for example, we are engaged in the beginning steps
of a long-term proj ect through which we intend to infuse or enrich all the
courses in our School of E ducation with a multicultural component. One
of our obj ectives is to look carefully at our teacher preparation curriculum
and to introduce, where possible, those issues which would awaken the
prospective educator (classroom teacher, counselor, administrator, school
psychologist, etc.) to the ethnic realities of our community. I ? Inasmuch
as we have been able to attract a core group of active participants from
each department in the School of E ducation as well from key ethnic
studies, anthropology, and other non-education related departments and
programs, this effort continues to be a collaborative one.
Ethnic studies participation in this kind of venture is essential,
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especially if we expect these curricular innovations to reflect the realities
of our ethnic communities and the realities of the society at large.
Impact of New Immigrant Groups on the
E xisting Ethnic Studies Curriculum

Many of us are now having to come to terms with the new waves of
immigrants from Latin America, the C aribbean, Asia, the Middle E ast,
Africa, and some Western European countries. Most of our ethnic studies
programs grew out of a very specific time in America's social-political
history. The pedagogical foundations and academic justifications for our
programs are written into the sequences of our curriculum, and appear as
such in our respective college catalogues. Many of us are now facing
increasing pressure from new immigrants who see our programs as the
most logical place in the university where they too can begin to
systematically explore their own ethnic experiences in American
society.
Last year, the Puerto Rican Council on Higher E ducation convened a
special forum to openly discuss what the implications and possible
impact ofthese new immigrant groups might be for Puerto Rican Studies
programs throughout the New York metropolitan area. Panelists repre
senting a number of colleges in the City University system as well as
from some of the private colleges in the area (senior and community
colleges), were asked to talk about how their particular institution had, if
at all, responded to the new influx of C aribbean and other Latin
American students. The reported changes in curriculum resulting from
these new populations were as varied as the structures of each of the
programs. On the one hand, there were strict constructionist responses
indicating that to move away from Puerto Rican Studies would effectively
undermine their position in their particular institution; other responses
described curricular innovations which were elegantly and politically
quite innovative. Since many colleges in our area, as is the case across
the nation, are going through a restructuring of the core requirements,
some Puerto Rican Studies programs decided to re-vamp their entire curriculum
and change the department's name to account for and include the
academic needs and interests of these new groups. The program purists
among us, however, saw these kinds of changes as representing a direct
threat to the founding principles and integrity of Puerto Rican Studies.
The more moderate, however, perceive the curricular accommodations as
politically and pedagogically necessary, but will maintain a watchful
eye over what they believe are the essential courses in a sound Puerto
Rican Studies curriculum. In the final analysis, the students and faculty
at each institution must come to terms with the political realities and
academic regulations governing their own campus.
Again, as indicated above, many of the new groups do not see
themselves as Puerto Ricans saw themselves when they first fought for
and established Puerto Rican Studies programs in the late 1960s;
however, some groups do see their struggles as analogous to the racial
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and ethnic realities and experiences of the Puerto Rican community. At
the same time, it is true that they can never really share the unique
political, historical, and economic relationship that Puerto Rico has had
with the United States. The fear of co-optation and possible elimination
is very real and is founded on a history of continual threats from certain
segments in the university that would like to weaken the more politically
progressive ethnic studies programs and replace them with more
amorphous, ethnically diverse, and less threatening academic entities. 1 s
The Ethnic Studies Curriculum in the C o r e Requirements

The current struggle on some campuses to either include or not include
specific ethnic studies courses as part of the students' required liberal
arts sequence is part ofthe same process that can either bolster the ethnic
studies program or keep it on the academic sidelines as a minor elective.
How this question is resolved will either foster and reinforce the mission
of ethnic studies in the university or contribute to its demise. At Brooklyn
College (CUNY), a Puerto Rican Studies course has become an integral
part of their new core sequence. As Stevens-Arroyo suggested,
The participation of Puerto Rican Studies i n this proj ect has been noteworthy, in that
some of the department's suggestions were adopted. The net effect of the core
curriculum at Brooklyn C ollege has been to reduce the difference between Puerto
Rican Studies and the general college without sacrificing our originality . ' "

Yet, o n another CUNY campus, a t the John Jay College o f Criminal
Justice, the Afro-American Studies and Puerto Rican Studies programs
are struggling to make specific courses from these departments a part of
the College's new core-curriculum. It seems clear that criminal justice
education, especially in a place like New York City, must of necessity
include courses on the black and Puerto Rican communities. 2 1l
These ethnic studies programs very clearly typify the kinds of
principles and mission suggested by Irby and Bonilla. Their inclusion
in the newly revised core-curriculum will undoubtedly continue to
enhance what is generally believed to represent a " vibrant and healthy
ethnic studies program . . . . " 2 1
A t the same time that w e are continuing t o fend off the attacks o f our
adversaries in the university, we are also paradoxically witnessing a
growing interest in ethnic and multicultural studies. This emerging
interest presents itself as an exciting opportunity for us to introduce
through an authentic ethnic studies curriculum, an alternative vision
and interpretation of how we see and experience American society.
Finally, the power of our vision must continue to be buttressed by an
honest scholarship and pedagogy which sustains the study of ethnicity
at a level which would actively explore critical connections that exist
between our ethnic communities and the institutions in American
society, as well as in the world around us.
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Ethnic Studies Past and Present:
Towards Shaping the Future
Otis L. Scott

Ethnic Studies as a curriculum at predominantly white colleges and
universities remains a relatively new phenomenon in academe. The
recent history ofthese formations can be traced b ack to the several social
change movements ofthe 1960s. These changes, spearheaded by the civil
rights movement and the black student protests in the South in e arly
1960s, provided the impetus for the social change spillover which many
college and university campuses were to experience in earnest beginning
with the mid- 1 960s . 1
What i s phenomenal is that these programs have managed t o persist
as academic formations in college and university environments. The
environments by some accounts have become even more h ostile than the
epoch of the late 1 960s and e arly 1 97 0 s , a p eriod of rather rapid
development and implementation for ethnic studies programs. The
pres ence of ethnic studies programs, courses and facu lty is in large
measure a testimony to the resolve by a cadre of teacher-scholars and
students to persist within a learning environment where the institutional
acceptance and support levels range from indifference to overt hostility .
This paper has one m aj or purpose. I wish to focus attention on the
future of ethnic studies on predominantly white colleges and universities
and what that future m ay look like. I n making this examination-out of
necessity-some attention will be placed on the origins and the present
status of ethnic studies. B oth provide the essential historical context
which informs the future of ethnic studies. Both examin ations assist in
framing the issues and factors which allow us to view the shape of the
future. And both establish the agenda of needs and tasks which must be
attended if that future is to be one which is appreciably more sustaining
than either the past or the present.
To assert that the n ational w aters through which ethnic studies
programs have navigated over the last twenty y e ars have been turgid is
only to speak to the obvious. To assert that ethnic studies programs at
tradition ally white colleges and universities have had a mixed record of
intellectual achievement and community and university acceptance is
again to speak to the record of ethnic studies programs. Because of a
myri ad of challenges, running the gamut from being ill-conceived and
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hastily contrived to being vulnerable to the vicissitudes of a changing
m arket economy, ethnic studies faculty and administrators have been
confronted with a range of interdicting v ariables which threaten the
vi ability , if not the existence, of programs. The challenges faced by
ethnic studies scholars have undoubtedly not been of the same kind or
degree faced by other scholars in academe as they have attempted to
e m b ark o n new academic, intell ectu al, and program development
pursuits.
I t is this point, that is, the environment within which ethnic studies
p r o g r a m s fu n c ti o n , which e s s entially c o n stitutes the continuing
challenge to program development and persistence. And by this, I am
s uggesting that e arly on ethnic studies programs have had to contend
with an academic and intellectual environment which in the main was
non-nurturing, reluctantly supportive, and ever wary. It was an environ
ment wherein " m ainstream academics" were very critical of the claims
by black and brown students, faculty, and community members for a
university curriculum that reflected the life experiences and issues
significantly attendant to the lives and realities of people of color in the
United States and the diaspora. The claims by ethnic studies advocates
tended to offend the sensibilities of most " m ainstreamers" in an
academic community that had long prided itself on having a strangle
hold on the university curriculum and the allocation and use of university
resources. Who were these " people" now demanding that the university
curriculum b e broadened? Who were these people now demanding that
ethnic faculty, staff, and students become an integral and programm atic
p art of the post-secondary experience?
Significantly , the ethnic studies thrust during these early years repre
s ented a challenge to the gridlock of E uro-American hegemony on the
curriculum and the dispens ation of resources . And in the main, the
continuing presence of ethnic studies programs and especially those
programs that have man aged to attract and produce top notch scholars
and scholarship still remain threats to the monopoliz ation of ideas,
knowledge, and information so long harbored by the Euro-American academic ·
community.
And while the pitch, tenor and cadence of the tension between ethnic
studies programs and the host campus h ave somewhat diminished and
slowed when compared to yesteryear, the long standing struggle over
ideas and perspectives still underlies the tension. It is well that this point
is kept in mind; the war is one b etween prevailing notions of " truth" and
their critique. This writer is mindful that i n some instances ethnic
folk believe they have garnered the " acceptance" of their m ainstream
colleagues. Some believe also that their perceived and believed ac
ceptance conveys "legitimacy . " Both are confusions with tolerance.
U nderneath the thin veneer of tolerance the primordial questions still
lurk: "Who are these people?" " What is this ethnic studies thing?"
W e know these questions are there because curriculum committees
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raise them about our courses. We know the uncertainty about the
legitimacy of our scholarship persists because tenure and promotion
committees raise questions about the legitimacy of our scholarship and
teaching. We know that ethnic studies still is not generally embraced as a
" s erious academic discipline" because ofthe rasc ality of our faculty who
use budget and curriculum committees as forums to savage ethnic
studies proposals and requests. Furthermore, the dearth of our physical
presence in colleges and universities acr o s s the n ation and the signifi
cance of our declining numbers over the recent p ast speaks to the
commitment by the E uro-American academic community to continue to
close its ranks to ethnic faculty. 2
Given the foregoing sketch of t h e milieu within which ethnic studies
programs have tended to exist and still exist, one can in summary
fashion assert that over the last 15 to 20 years ethnic studies has been
shaped by a growth dialectic which can be represented as follows:
1 966 - 1 9 70

Activity

Growth and D evelopment

Survival

Stasis

Survival

1 9 7 1 - Present

Activity

D ecline

Given that there has not been a genuine commitment on the part of
most institutions to properly building and adequately supporting ethnic
studies , programs h ave always operated fro m a survival/ defense mode.
E thnic studies folk-faculty and students in p articular-have directed
most of their interest, energy, and time toward fen ding off attempts, and
in m any instances not so veiled ones, to diminis h ethnic studies pres ence
and influence.
I, fo r o ne, expect tha t this is the academic climate within which
programs will operate into the fo reseea ble future and beyond.
I advance this line of thought regarding the future academic setting for
ethnic studies because I understand two essential points as they bear on
comprehending the academic environment within which ethnic studies
exists on campuses in the U . S . First, colleges and universities represent
the most conservative institutional formations in this society. American colleges
and universities tend to be most resistant to "upstart" ideas and formulation s
which challenge l o n g settled " truths" a n d status q u o formations. P art
and parcel of the conserv ative n ature of these institutions is the
fundamental, E urocentric, and at times, unabashed racist, s exist and
elitist nature of these institutions. It is against the pervasive E uro·
centrism and particularly its perverse manifestations in representing
the social histories of people of color that much of ethnic studies
scholarship is directed. The ever present ethnic studies critique tends to
be a critique of Western and E uro-American cosmologies. And as is
usually the case, the veracity of the critique, more often than not,
insulates it from conservative rebuttals. C onsequently, upon close
inspection, the pedestal upon which E urocentric perspectives have long
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rested is no longer sturdy.
S econdly, the delivery of education (or miseducation for that matter) is
a function of political power. The acquisition of power and the ability to
win concessions from competitors in public arenas, especially policy
making aren as, is a neces sity on college and university campuses.
Ethnic studies clientele continue to work within settings where power
has long been entrenched for the purposes of sustaining traditional
status quo academic formations, ideas and v alues.
To wit, ethnic studies folk must be able to amass power bases, for
example, from students , colleagues , community members, and from
professional ass oci ation s . This must be done if we are to be sufficient to
the tasks of n avigating ethnic studies programs through the m aelstroms
of academi a. The use of power as the manifestation of the conservative
person ality of post-secondary institutions will continue to shape what we
try to do and how succes sful we are at what we try to do. One of our
imp ortant roles in ethnic studies into the next century will be to try to
check the use of power residing in academe which threatens the life blood
of our programs and therefore our ability to serve our on-campus and
off-campus constituencies and interests.
I believe that the tension of give and take between the traditional
repositories of power in the academy, i . e . , central administrations,
curriculum, budget, personnel com mittees, and ethnic studies program
will continue through the last quintile of this century. Additionally,
implementing an ethnic studies agenda will be fraught with considerable
resistance, given the " excellence" movement in higher education. This is
movement which has the thinly veiled obj ective of returning colleges and
universities to their historical places as bastions for the elite and
privileged in this society. :l This movement portends an exacerb ation of
the historical tension already mentioned.
Given the foregoing, there is a prediction I will offer regarding the
future of ethnic studies as such programs are currently conceptualized,
designed, and in place. Perhaps the prediction is reckless. Nevertheles s , I
will posit that ethnic studies disciplinarians will attend to the political
tasks necessary to ensuring the continued presence of course offerings,
budget, and resource allocations. I also believe that they will un dertake
other actions essential to maintaining the research and teaching
obj ectives of ethnic studies programs.
I will further posit that ethnic studies practitioners-no strangers to
ethnic group social history and the lessons of vigilance and readiness
taught by those histories-will neither wittingly nor due to a lapse of
attention betray the investment made by countless numbers of students,
com munity allies, faculty and others in creating ethnic studies programs.
This writer is of the mind that the continued presence of ethnic studies
programs speaks more to the commitment by ethnic studies folk to
maintaining presence than it does to some transformation in the
con sciousness and personality of Euro-American domin ated academics.
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I choose not to underestimate the element of commitment. I h ave on
occasion questioned the level of commitment of my colleagues . If,
however, my assumptions concerning this capacity to persevere are
incorrect, then we will become casualties of our clumsy assistance at our
own birthing.
This outline of issues casts a dark pall over the present and immediate
future of ethnic studies . It is nothing new. It is the n ature of things given
the cultural context of American s o ciety. The litany of issues framing the
challenges to ethnic studies need not be summarized. The struggles for
" acceptability, " "legitimacy , " "recognition," " authenticity, " and "insti
tutionalization" will continue.
In the face of the gale of these challenges there is work to which we
teacher/ scholars can and must attend. There remains much work if we
are to build an intellectual and academic enterprise which we can use
and which can be used by the folk we research, and write about, and
teach, and learn from to build more humane human institution al
formations . 4
T h e tasks before us are those necess ary t o strengthening our ability t o
persist a n d grow within o u r respective academic environments. These
tasks must be attended to if ethnic studies scholarship and teaching are
to be even more relev ant. Relev ance here conveys compliance with the
sense of social responsibility which appropriately undergirds ethnic
studies study, teaching, and research. M y point here is that there is much
buil ding to do if our enterprise is to be a more useful tool for folk to better
interpret and understand their environments. This utilitarian feature of
the discipline is an imperative. Our scholarship must assist folk of color
with developing correct responses to the s everal predations s o common to
their environments.
The tasks before us have been elsewhere articulated and explicated.
This writer is only restating old ideas. Y et, old good ideas need be
restated. They have pragm atic value; they are focussing. I see the tasks
as: further institutionalizing ethnic studies courses and programs at
colleges and universities and seeking better clarity ofthe concept " ethnic
studies . "
A maj or obj ective b y advocates of Asian Americ an, b l ack, Chican o ,
a n d N ative American studies programs during t h e late 1 960s was t o
broaden t h e university curriculum to include courses reflecting the
totality of the colored ethnic experience. A n d as uneven as the imple
mentation of this obj ective has been over the intervening years, the
centrality of this obj ective to the programm atic mission of ethnic studies
remains constant.
As argued above, this is a responsibility which cannot be taken
casually or approached with arrogant indifference. Those of u s at
institutions whose prim ary mission is teaching must attend to the
demands of course development and course revision as these bear o n
course offerings which are engaging, timely, and purpos eful. I n order
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that the fruits of course development l abors be harvested, we must attend
to what I will refer to as the politics of program maintenance.
A bane of many of our faculty is com mittee work. Often times, it seems
that the more in stitutionalized some of us become, by virtue of tenure and
promotions, we tend to shirk those respon sibilities pertinent to main
taining our programs. H aving served on many com mittees and ch airing
a few , I know first hand the oft-time thankless drudgery which ac
comp anies these tours of duty. I also know that given the ethnic studies
s o cio-political experience at colleges and universities, it is neces s ary to
h ave ethnic studies representation on those academic as semblies having
power to significantly impact what we do. Institution alizing ethnic
studies in p art means ensuring ethnic studies' presence on those
strategic university committees concerned with budget, curriculum and
personnel issues. More ethnic studies disciplin ari ans must be brought to
the point of commitment where they understand that j ust as is air to
fire-our presence in the " pits , " v iz. , committees, is ess ential to our
survival and progres s. In asmuch as ethnic studies has and maintains
presence within these vital processes, program agendas can be presented,
advanced and defended. To do less tacks in h arm' s way.
Atten ding to the politics of program maintenance also means that
more attention needs to be given to strengthening the presence of ethnic
studies courses in post-secondary general education or liberal education
program s . I n deed, on this point, a program obj ective over the next three
to five years of organizations like the N ational Association for Ethnic
Studies may be to encourage and assist college and univ ersity progr ams
in m aking ethnic studies a mandated part of a student' s general/liberal
education program. In light of the current demographic transformation
of C alifornia's social fabric and given the dem ographics of a planet that
is l argely non-E uropean, there seems to be no plausible reason for not
requiring students to take a minimum number of hours in course work
intended to inform them of the "real worl d . "
C urrently , faculty i n the E thnic Studies Center a t C S U , S acramento ,
this writer ' s home institution , are preparing such a proposal to the
University community. And w hile the structural changes recommended
to the extant General E ducation (GE) program will be minim al, the
imp act on the content and phil osophy undergirding the program will be
significant. And therein we expect that stoney will be the road trod
tow ards revising the GE program at C S U , S acramento. The eventual
adoption of the proposal will in a small way institutionalize an important
p art of the Ethnic Studies program and go a long way toward bringing
the University's general education program into the real world. As noted
earlier, an ethnic studies requirement should be adopted as a short range
obj ective by ethnic studies programs in post and secondary institutions
in this state. NAES m ay consider a program for developing strategies/
tactics which can assist ethnic studies programs in C alifornia and
elsewhere with in stitutionalizing an ethnic studies general education
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requirement.
The other as signm ent we must attend to concerns sh aping or b etter
focusing the concept we call ethnic studies. I am mindful that this is (or
can be) sensitive ground to trod. I am mindful that a lot of ideological and
philosophical dust has been raised-more s o nearly a generation ago
than now- over this subj ect. I am aw are of the cases and countervailing
cases for better defining ethnic studies-its methods, scope, and areas of
inquiry. I am mindful also of the oppositional schools o f thought which
argue that ethnic studies is a discipline vs. those believing ethnic studies
is actually an area of study.
I am not interested s o much in resurrecting the v arious conceptual
arguments for or against ethnic studies as an area or discipline in this
p aper. I am interested in urging those of us who l abor in this vineyard to
expend more of our labor on cl arifying what we do in order to better
communicate what we do to each other, to others, and especially to
students.
This is not a call for a flurry of activities aimed at rigidly and for all
time defining ethnic studies. Such activity would be purposeless, un
necessary, and virtually impossible to accomplish given the multi- and inter
disciplin arity of our perceptions of the ethnic experience and given that
these perceptions essentially guide our teaching and scholarship . It is,
however, a call for more attention to better identifying and describing the
philosophical, ideological, subj ect matter, and other bounds of what we
do. Again , this activity must not be engaged for the purpose of staking
out territorial claims between, for example, Afro American studies and
Asian American studies. My concern is that more attention to building
and cl arifying what we do is essential if we are to m ore effectively and
convincingly articulate those aspects of what we do as teachers-scholars
which builds on and contributes new knowledge about the human
experien ce.
And while some of us claim cl arity as to the obj ectives and purposes of
what we call ethnic studies, others do not. M oreover, I am not so certain
that those of us who talk and write about ethnic studies do so from the
v antage point of a commonly agreed body of knowledge framing and
driving what m any of us refer to as a discipline. There are some reasons
for this failing.
One of the difficulties confronting us as we s et about clarifying ethnic
studies rests with the a c a d e m i c pr epa ration ethnic studies dis ci
plinarians typically receive. Most of us tend to be trained in the more or
less rigid canons of " traditional disciplines . " Many of us are " experts" at
identifying, categorizing, explicating, and otherwise representing those
aspects of "traditional" discplines which are distinct and unique. Our
training prepares us to b e guardians at the gates of our respective
disciplines. We are taught to be w ary against instrusions by suspect
" disciplines" and even more suspect of loosely-read, not explicitly
defined-bodies of knowledge seemingly unconnected by theory, generaliza43

tions, specificity, methodology, acceptance, and focus.
U nfortun ately, our "expertness" does not provide us the disciplin ary
tools to readily decipher, much less define, a " non-traditional" varied
program form ation like ethnic studies. Moreover, we are h ard pressed to
represent what we do to others, especially in academe, who are trained in
similar traditions. I n addition to these factors, those of us who consider
oursel ves ethnic studies scholars really issue from a mono-ethnic studies
disciplin ary component, e . g . , Black Studies, C hicano Studies, Native
American Studies, or Asian American Studies. And on top of this we tend
to bring to bear on each of these areas our " traditional" training as
anthropologists, political scientists, historians, and so on. We tend to, at
least initially, know little if anything about the other ethnic studies
subj ect areas.
The fact that early on m any ethnic studies faculty accepted app oint
ments to programs that were fledgling or floundering, where the top
priority was and continues to be survival, has not afforded high qu ality
time needed for introspection and cl arification called for here. As a
consequence ofthese and other salient issues and factors, some important
work in the area of building the conceptual bases of ethnic studies has
l argely gone un attended. As a consequence of this in attention we have
not raised the kinds of questions neces sary to establish the conceptual ,
theoretical, methodological, and factual foundations to better define,
build, strengthen, and communicate what we do.
I n this brief exposition I have attempted to identify some of the
challenges facing both ethnic studies program formations and faculty as
we prepare to turn the corner on this century. B arring a spontaneous
transform ation of racial! ethnic consciousness in American society , the
short term future looks much as does the present. The staying power of
both faculty and programs will continue to be tested.
I am not of the mind that ethnic studies will wither and die. I am of the
mind that there is much that we can do to vitaliz e, protect, and advance
what we do under the aegis of ethnic studies. This has in fact been a
principle concern of this paper. Indeed, as we move toward the twenty
first century our activities and energies should converge on strengthen
ing what we do well. If the past and present of ethnic studies are accurate
indicators, our future as an academic formation will in l arge measure be
determined by the amount of work we are willing to expend on sh aping
that future.
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Notes
' The following sources provide g o o d discussions a n d analyses of the
societal form ations prom pting the black studies movement which is the
indicator for ethnic studies courses and programs on predominantly
white colleges and universities: Allan B . B allard. Th e Edu c a tion of
Black Fo lk. (New York: H arper and Row, I n c . , 1 9 73); Nick A. Ford. Black
S t udies: Th reat o r Cha lle nge ? (Port W ashington, N ew York: Kennikat
Pres s , Inc. , 1 9 73).
�For a penetrating analysis of the factors contributing to this issue along
with some prescriptive meas ures see: Western C ollege A s sociation
Addresses and Proceedings. Th e Co m i ng S h o rtage of Fa c u lty. ( O akland,
C aliforni a: Western C ollege Association, 1 987).
:l C h ar i e s V . Willie. Effe c t i v e Ed u c a t i o n : A Mi n o r i t y P e r sp e c t i v e .
( W e stport, C o nn ecticut: Green w o o d Pres s , I n c . , 1 9 8 7 ) . E s pecially
pertinent is C h apter

2.

4Paulo Freire. Pedagogy of the Opp ressed. (New Y ork: The Seabury
Pres s , 1 9 7 0 ) . Freire's discussion of the tru e ends of edu cation and the
responsibilities of the " critic ally" educated and the educator in this book
represents one of the most eloquent statements on the processes of
human and in stitutional transformation.
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The editor notes . . .
This issue celebrates the commitment C h arles C . Irby had to ethnic
studies in general and to the N ational Associ ation for E thnic Studies in
particular. The issue was C h arles ' s idea; h e wanted s everal scholars to
examine where we have been and where we are going in ethnic studies.
H e did not intend to include his own essay, but the editors thought it w a s
appropriate to reprint the piece which was origin ally published in t h e
newsletter of the Ass oci ation. T h a t C h arles was thinking a b o u t the
twenty-first century long before most of the rest of us is testimony to his
farsightedness. At the memorial s ervice for C h arles last June, Dr.
Yolanda Moses, Dean of the C ollege of Arts at C alifornia State Poly
technic University, commented that C h arles was usu ally thinking
beyond his colleagues, a factor which often m ade it difficult for those of
us with more impoverished imagin atio ns. Those of us who knew C h arles
well and who loved him often had to admit, so m etimes years l ater, that
he was indeed right on some issues about which we had argued strongly
with him. C h arles was interested in scholarship, but h e cared how
scholarship affected human beings. He was interested in s erious discus
sions, but he was always pl ayful. H e asked us who loved him not to
mourn his death but to celebrate his life. W e hope that this issue of
Exp lo rations in Ethnic S t udies does j ust that.
Gretchen M . Bataille, E ditor
NA ES Publications
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